It is time to rebuild lives and hope together!

Education is one proven way to empower people to succeed, if it challenges people to actually do something to make the world better. We do that, but we need your help to inspire a new generation of agents of change.

American University of Sovereign Nations (AUSN) is a registered 501c3 tax-exempt educational institution, founded and operating on Native American Indian land in Arizona. We celebrate learning from every culture! AUSN has 30 cooperation agreements with Universities and Academic Centers of Excellence around the world, is a registered member of United Nations Academic Impact, and provides educational, community led social and environmental development around the globe to communities all across the globe from the United States to disaster and war torn countries.

Anyone can join our activities. We are independent of any government, operating for the improvement of every community, regardless of race, religion or ethnicity. We were licensed to offer the first MPH and PhD degrees on Sovereign land in the USA!

AUSN is a new decolonized University, picking the cream of global academia. We received our license to operate on 21 April 2014 as a graduate university in Arizona. As of December 2016 we have 40 graduates and all have a job! We have more graduating every month.

Students of any age can start any week, with a tailor-made and flexible combination hybrid mixture of in-person classes in Arizona, around the world in collaborating universities, and/or on-line group classes. Over one hundred of our lectures are freely available on youtube. Share perspectives on social change and policy analysis with over 100 students and 80 faculty from 40 countries.
Every 3 seconds someone dies in the world as a result of bad policy decisions. Despite the good intentions and efforts of many, the leaders across many communities and in the world seem to fail to deliver evidence-based policy. For example, in the United States there is a 30 year lower life expectancy of Native Americans compared to other citizens. Social justice and health capability are concerns in every country, with people of every ethnicity and heritage.

**AUSN Mission:** to advance the education, health, safety, welfare, and well-being of populations and the environment throughout the world, by providing our graduates with the highest level of knowledge, skills, and creative and analytical critical-thinking ability, necessary to become future leaders, academicians, scholars, and clinical practitioners, who are dedicated to the promotion of respect for human rights, fundamental freedoms, peace, the sense of human dignity, and the promotion of understanding, tolerance and friendship amongst all nations and all peoples.

We are looking for community partners, NGOs, companies, tribal nations and all people sharing our vision to be major investors and partners so that all Peoples can share in this vision of Education and Development for All.

Let’s meet the world and our own identities and histories in rebuilding higher education for all. Let’s mould the future for equity, sustainability and justice together!

Further information is available on [http://www.ausn.info](http://www.ausn.info)

AUSN is a 501c3 non-profit corporation registered in Delaware and Arizona. The members of the Corporate Board, Board of Advisers (All indigenous persons), Faculty, Alumni, and Board of Governors are detailed on the website. AUSN is an official partner of United Nations Academic Impact, dedicated to creating an independent Center of Excellence for Education on Sovereign land.

The President of AUSN served as UNESCO Regional Adviser for Asia and the Pacific for a decade, and cofounded AUSN to build up trained leaders to change the world, and offer something free of politics and wasted bureaucracy to serve people of the world. Faculty have joined the endeavor and work freely for this global vision. We welcome offers of all kinds, and reward those who are willing to work hard according to their ability and opportunity.
Why do we need yet another University?

There are some excellent universities in the world. There are many mediocre ones. So why do we need yet another one? We bring the best of all forms of knowledge together in a decolonized university, rejoicing in wisdom from every source of science, philosophy and creativity. The faculty of AUSN joined the AUSN endeavor because they share this dream and will make it happen in reality. Most AUSN faculty are also employed at leading universities all around the world, and they provide their time to AUSN on a voluntary basis as we develop a new university.

Programs:

- Master of Public Health (MPH)
- Master of Bioethics and Global Public Health (MBGPH)
- Master of Healthcare Administration (MHA)
- Master of Business Administration (MBA)
- Masters of Science in Sustainability (MS)
- Ph.D. in Bioethics, Sustainability and Global Public Health
- Postgraduate Certificate in Public Health
- Postgraduate Certificate in Bioethics and Global Public Health
- Postgraduate Certificate in Healthcare Administration
- Postgraduate Certificate in Business Administration
- Postgraduate Certificate in Community and Peace

In the first two years of classes, AUSN has students from Australia, Belgium, Bangladesh, Cameroon, Canada, Chile, China, Egypt, Germany, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Iran, Japan, Laos, Malawi, Malaysia, Mexico, Myanmar, Nepal, New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, the Philippines, Rwanda, Singapore, Spain, Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey, Uganda, USA, Vietnam, Yemen and Zimbabwe. All persons come as individuals not representing their nation, but we come together with our identities of where our ancestors came from and the many who helped forge us into the persons we are. Over one quarter of our students are indigenous, and some of these come from the 566 federally recognized sovereign nations inside the United States of America. The Americas is described as the New World by many people, and in terms of human history it is. The first university in the Americas we know was developed a millennia ago in Xochicalco Mexico, and students came from many indigenous tribes to study and learn together.

The programs draw upon the wide international experience of the resident and visiting faculty, as well as their multidisciplinary qualifications, to offer a cross-cultural program that has rapidly become the largest bioethics graduate degree program to be offered globally. The program assists in the training of leaders who can assist people to rediscover their indigenous values and apply these to contemporary moral dilemmas of medicine, science and technology and the environment, with the wisdom that cross-cultural faculty can provide. Intensive trainings are held in Asia, the Americas, Africa and Europe.

Anyone can join AUSN activities

The Certificate in Community and Peace (CCP) course prepares people for roles as community leaders around the world. The program offer theoretical background to the associated community programs of Youth Peace Ambassadors International (YPA) and Youth Looking Beyond Disaster (LBD), both of which are extensive international networks of young professionals and experts that were developed by Dr. Darryl Macer while he was UNESCO Regional Adviser through his NGO, Eubios Ethics Institute. AUSN is one of the cosponsors of the program, and this enhances linkages between US and international youth and experts.

(http://www.ausn.info)
Please join us as Partners in Development and Education

We very thankfully accept any amount of donation!

Those who donate USD 500 can be named a Silver Donor
Those who donate USD 1,000 can be named a Gold Donor
Those who donate USD 10,000 can be named a Platinum Donor
Those who donate USD 15,000 can have a Tuition Scholarship named after them, or a name of their choice.

AUSN is seeking partner communities and creative individuals prepared to share in developing this vision and is open to all possibilities for cooperation!

“The sky has no limit for those who are prepared to walk the dream of love of life!”

AUSN is a registered Non-profit Corporation (501c3) in Delaware and Arizona States, USA. Donors can give directly by posting a check, https://www.facebook.com/AUSN-American-University-of-Sovereign-Nations-313344592147668/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf5OCcH1amxzkqA30Tv_9XA

We directly accept credit cards, checks, and offers of help (otherwise we are registered with JustGive and Razoo, who take a small commission of donations).

You can write to Dr. Darryl Macer, President, American University of Sovereign Nations,

Email: provost@ausn.info Tel.:1-602-396-5788 Tel.:1-928-476-7333

https://npo.justgive.org/AUSN

QR code for Donation through Justgive.org

QR code shortcut for donation through Razoo.